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ABSTRACT 

 
In this report, a conjugated semiconducting polymer 

composite was designed to have a mobile charge carrier 
density that can be controlled through an electric field. The 
polypyrrole composite in the form of (PPy0(DBS-Li+)) was 
electrochemically grown between two gold electrodes to 
form a junction. Application of an electric field across the 
junction should result in the drift of mobile Li+ cations that 
are replaced by injected holes to maintain charge balance 
with immobile (DBS-) anions. The holes in turn should 
create regions with higher conductivity and have the overall 
effect of increasing the current flowing through the junction. 
The current conduction is bulk limited rather than the 
electrode limited and space charge limited current (SCLC) 
is dominant at high potentials. The system displays field 
and time dependent conductance corresponding to the 
charge carriers’ reconfiguration that has been used to 
implement a memory in a crossbar configuration that 
promises better scaling in nanometer-scale electronics.   
 
Keywords: conjugated polymer composite, mobile ions, 
nanometer crossbar memory.  
 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 
The continuing progress in organic electronics including 

organic light emitting devices, photovoltaic cells and thin 
film transistors [1] has recently stimulated considerable 
research activity directed at developing organic memory 
electronic devices [2, 3] and a wide variety of memory 
phenomena and schemes have been extensively exploited. 
Conductance switching based organic memories, as one of 
emerging technologies beyond the CMOS era [4, 5], 
provide supplements or alternatives to the conventional Si-
based semiconductor information storage technology with 
better scaling ability, especially in molecular level 
electronics [6]. Depending on their specific conduction 
mechanisms, organic memory approaches can be realized in 
the forms of flash memory, WORM, DRAM [3, 7, 8].  

The conjugated semiconducting polymers are attractive 
in that their electronic properties (bandgap) can be altered 
through chemically modifying their molecular structures, 
i.e., changing their electrical conductivity by ‘doping’ other 
anions or cations into the polymer to create p-type or n-type 
semiconductor in analogy to inorganic counterpart. This 
characteristic enables a very useful functionality that charge 
carrier density of the conjugate polymer can be chemically 

modified through controlling the ions incorporated in the 
polymer. In particular, when the doped ions become mobile, 
conductance state can be changed with an electric field 
driving the mobile ions into and out of the polymer, this 
process is electrochemically equivalent to the oxidization 
and reduction of the polymer. This redox process introduces 
an approach to construct electronic devices [9-12], which 
often requires the presence of ionic conductors. Based on 
the mechanism that charge carrier density can be modulated 
with an electric field by modifying mobile ions distribution, 
we have conceived a single solid-state polymer system 
without the presence of electrolyte [13], the conjugated 
polypyrrole polymer composite containing large immobile 
anions and highly mobile cations. In this system the drift of 
the mobile ions controlled by a field can induce a more 
conducting (oxidized) region, resulting in an electronically 
asymmetrical junction that can be potentially applied to 
construct memory devices. Similar electrochemical process 
has been used to create inorganic solid-state electrolyte 
memory devices where conduction pathways, ‘filamentary 
conduction’, are electrochemically formed and deformed 
due to the oxidization and the reduction of mobile metallic 
ions [14]. Here, we report the application of our conjugated 
polypyrrole composite to submicron/nano level crossbar 
junctions and demonstrate a dynamic resistive memory in 
terms of the time and field dependent electrical conduction 
that can be controlled by modulating field generated charge 
carriers. 

 
2 PREPARATION OF DEVICE 

 
The polymer based crossbar junctions were created by 

initially fabricating two layers of perpendicularly crossed 
gold electrodes between them a sputtered dielectric SiO2 
thin film was sandwiched. A schematic structure and its 
AFM image of an Au/SiO2/Au crossbar junction with an 
electrode separation of about 200 nm and a width of 
electrodes of 20 μm is shown in Figure 1. The polypyrrole 
(PPy) thin films were electrochemically grown from the 
bottom of Au electrodes to the top Au electrodes using an 
aqueous solution of freshly distilled pyrrole monomer (100 
mM) and an electrolyte (100 mM, NaDBS) at a constant 
potential of +0.65 V vs. Ag/AgCl. The thickness of the 
polypyrrole films were controlled by passing specific 
amount of charge (200 mC/cm2 for 1 μm thick film) [15] 
during the electrochemical deposition. All electrochemical 
experiments were performed using a CHI660 
electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments).  
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Figure 1. A schematic Au/SO2/Au crossbar junction and its 
AFM image. 

 
The polymer thin film in the form of PPy+DBS- was 

firstly formed and it is in an oxidized state, i.e., the P-doped 
conducting state. This conducting film was then reduced in 
an electrolyte LiClO4 through incorporating  Li cations into 
the polymer to balance the charge of DBS anions, as a 
result, this changed the conductivity of the polymer into a 
less conducting (semiconducting/insulating) state and 
resulted in the polymer composite in the form of PPy0(DBS-

Li+) in a charge neutral state. For such PPy composite 
crossbar junctions their electrical transport properties were 
characterized under a nitrogen atmosphere with CHI660 
electrochemical workstation (CH Instruments) or a Hewlett 
Packard 4145A semiconductor parameter analyzer.  

 
3 ELECTRICAL CONDUCTANCE  

 
The conjugated polymer based electronic devices are 

conventionally designed to create diode-like junctions as 
their counterparts in the Si-based semiconductors, where 
potential barrier at the interface dominates the electrical 
conductance, i.e., electrical current passing through the 
junctions is the electrode limited. However, for most of the 
PPy polymer system with Au electrodes, the conduction is 
bulk limited due to the insignificant potential barrier at the 
interface [16]. 

For the PPy0(DBS-Li+) composite crossbar junctions, 
the current-voltage behavior was measured and is  shown in 
Figure 2. At low voltage, a linear relationship of the 
current-voltage indicates an ohmic conduction. With 
increasing the potential between the electrodes, a nonlinear 
behavior suggests that the space charge limited current 
(SCLC) start to become dominant, which is usually 
proportional to the V2 and 1/L3 in the absence of trapping 
effect, where V is the applied voltage and L is the distance 
of the SCLC passing through between the top Au electrodes 
and the bottom Au electrodes [16]. Further increasing 
potential drives the electrical conductance into a regime 
where the field generated charge carriers (FGCC) begin to 
make a contribution to total current. It is believed that this 
additional FGCC is produced by the drift of mobile Li+ 
ions, under the external field and the space charges induced 
field, left behind the immobile anions (DBS) stabilized 
region in a high conducting state. The resulting 
reconfiguration of internal ions species would cause a 

reduction of the effective conductance path L that the space 
charge limited current flowing through, thus giving rise to 
the FGCC current. 

 

 
Figure 2. Current-voltage behaviors of the polymer crossbar 
junction under three voltage ranges. 
 

 The FGCC current was evidenced by measuring time 
dependence of the current flowing through the junctions as 
shown in Figure 3. At higher applied potentials, the current 
increased with time before approaching a new equilibrium, 
the increased current was associated with the reduced 
effective conductance distance L that was induced from the 
drift of cations driven by the field. 
 

 
Figure 3. Currents were normalized to their initial values 
upon applying step voltages, suggesting the occurrence of 
the field generated charge carriers. 

  
The time dependent conductance related to the field 

driven ions redistribution were also observed with further 
measurements as shown in Figure 4, where a delay time (T0) 
was introduced between the forward and reverse field as 
shown in the inset of Figure 4. The effect of the ions 
redistribution was observed for the time periods of about 1 
second. Within a very short field-free time before reversing 
the applied field, the cations can not return to their original 
equilibrium positions after the field is removed, the internal 
configuration of charges and carriers, established under the 
forward field, does not change significantly. After the 
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forward field was removed for more than 1 second, the ions 
distribution, established under the forward field, returned to 
its initial equilibrium state and the current under the 
reversed field behaves as same as that when the forward 
field was applied at the first time.  

 

 
 
Figure 4. The time dependent currents were normalized to 
the current at the steady state under different delay times 
(T0) introduced between the forward and reversed field, 
signaling the effect of the field driven ions redistribution.  

 
As experimentally observed and discussed above, the 

conductance state of the polymer junctions can be 
determined by the internal configuration of charges and 
carriers that are pre-established under the field. This can 
produce some interesting transient current behaviors that 
can be controlled by reversing the field relative to the 
previously applied field. These were experimentally 
observed as shown in the Figure 5 (a). When the magnitude 
of the reversed field is greater than the previous forward 
field, the magnitude of current will increase with time as 
the effective distance L of the junction becomes shorter; 
when the magnitude of the reversed field is smaller than the 
previous forward field, the current will decrease with time 
as the drift of cations increases the effective junction width 
L. Thus, two transient conducting states can be produced by 
manipulating the applied field as shown in the Figure 5 (b). 
The two transient conductance states, represented by the 
state “1” and the state “0” as shown in the Figure 5 (a), can 
be employed to construct a dynamic memory cell. In such a 
cell, state high “1” is set by first applying a voltage across 
the junction; state low “0” is set by first applying a low/zero 
voltage to the junction. Reading the two states can be 
realized by applying a reversed field. When the reading 
voltage is smaller than that for setting high “1” state, the 
current will start high then reduce to the steady state at the 
reading voltage; when the reading voltage applied to the 
junction is higher than the applied writing voltage 
(low/zero), the current will start low then increase to the 
stead state at the reading voltage. 

 
 
 

(a) 

 
(b) 

  
Figure 5. (a) Two opposite transient current states represent 
two digital states; (b) writing potentials (low (1 V) and high 
(2.5 V)) switch to reading potential (-2V). 
 

4 A DYNAMIC MEMORY 
 
The writing and reading process of the memory cell was 

realized by a simple electronic memory circuit as 
schematically shown in Figure 6 (a). This circuit was 
constructed to capture the two opposite transient current 
states that represent two digitized states “0” and “1” written 
(W) by first applying potential on the junction and then 
read (R) by reversing potential. Clock1 controls when a 
read voltage or a write voltage is applied to the junction. In 
the write state VW = 0 V is applied for writing low state and 
VW = 2.5V is applied for writing high state. In the read state 
V = -2 V is applied and the current through the junction is 
detected and amplified by a transimpedance amplifier. 
Sample/hold amplifier 1 (S/H1) captures the current signal 
shortly after the application of the read voltage (0.02s) and 
sample/hold amplifier 2 (S/H2) captures the signal 0.2 
seconds later. The two captured signals are sent to a 
comparator and the signal of level high “1” or level low “0” 
is produced in response to the writing high or low. Clock 4 
triggers a Flip/Flop to store the information of level high 
“1” and level low “0”. This memory mechanism is 
interesting in that the stored state is extracted from a self 
referenced signal and the read function also acts to erase the 
previous state of the device. Figure 6 (b) shows the 
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waveforms captured with the read-write clock (CLK), the 
current signal passing through the polymer junction, and the 
output of the memory cell corresponding to the writing and 
reading back the bit sequence 11100011100. This circuit is 
analogous to conventional dynamic random access memory 
(DRAM) circuits where a reference capacitive line is 
charged and then differentially compared using an amplifier 
to a second capacitive line that is either pulled up or pulled 
down by the charge from a memory cell [17]. 

 
 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
 
Figure 6. (a) The schematic electrical memory circuit for 
W/R process; (b) the captured waveforms of W/R clock 
(CLK), current signal and memory data of 11100011100 
bits. 

  
5 SUMMARY 

 
A new approach for polymer based memory elements 

was explored through designing the conjugated semi-
conducting polymer composites based on the ability of 
electrochemically oxidizing and reducing the polymer by 
field modulating ions configuration. The demonstrated 
resistive memory in the crossbar architecture has significant 
advantages in nanometer-scale electronics since the space 
charge limited current dominated conductance should result 
in better scaling with device size [13]. Its fabrication is 
compatible with standard CMOS circuits and memory cells 
can be electrochemically fabricated and controlled after all 
conductor layers have been built without the interface 
problems introduced by the post process of the contact 
electrodes. 
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